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What
makes a
good
scary
story



(Aside from Covid-19)

Scares are very personal

Being alone, fear of dark, rats



Insects!! Lots and lots of
insects!!



(according to Psychology Today)
 Extinction—the fear of annihilation, of ceasing to

exist. More fundamental than just "fear of death."
The idea of no longer being arouses a primary
existential anxiety in all normal humans. Consider
that panicky feeling you get when you look over
the edge of a high building.

 Mutilation—the fear of losing any part of our
precious bodily structure; the thought of having
our body's boundaries invaded, or of losing the
integrity of any organ, body part, or natural
function. Anxiety about animals, such as bugs,
spiders, snakes, and other creepy things comes
from fear of mutilation.



 Loss of Autonomy — the fear of being immobilized,
paralyzed, restricted, enveloped, overwhelmed,
entrapped, imprisoned, smothered, or otherwise
controlled by circumstances beyond our control. In
physical form, commonly known as claustrophobia,
but it also extends to our social interactions and
relationships.

 Separation—the fear of abandonment, rejection, and
loss of connectedness; of becoming a non-person—not
wanted, respected, or valued by anyone else. The
"silent treatment," when imposed by a group, can have
a devastating effect on its target.

 Ego-death—the fear of humiliation, shame, or any
other mechanism of profound self-disapproval that
threatens the loss of integrity of the self; the fear of the
shattering or disintegration of one's constructed sense
of lovability, capability, and worthiness.





Haunted houses

The Shining, Paranormal Activity, Haunting of Hill
House, Poltergeist



Cemeteries
Stephen King’s Pet Sematary

Sewers
It

Spaceships
Event Horizon
Alien movies



Caves

The Descent

Ocean

Jaws



Below

The

Thing



Orphanages are popular

The Devil’s

Backbone

The Orphanage

Why do you

think so?



The best scares come from
places, people and things you
least expect



Objects

The Ring (video)

Christine (a car)

Plants (The Ruins--vines)



Dolls
Annabelle
Chucky

The Fog



World War Z

28 Days

Poltergeist

Rosemary’s Baby

The Exorcist



What is their backstory?

Hotel in The Shining?

House in Poltergeist

Pet Semetery

The spaceship in Event Horizon

The video in The Ring





SHARKS!

MACHINES

OURSELVES



THE DEVIL!!!

Hannibal Lector



Plot
Problem solving

trapped in a scary place

Blair Witch Project

On a planet with dangerous aliens

Aliens, Predator, Dune



Survival
World War Z
The Walking Dead

Ghosts want something
The Changeling
Stir of Echoes
The Sixth Sense



When a victim gets a scare but it’s the wrong one.
Not the one that will kill you.

Bill Murray in Zombieland
Newt in Aliens

Anymore?



To add suspense….

False sense of security.



If you get scare after scare, you are
exhausted both reading and watching.
You need a break.

And who was the master of suspense?



Hitchcock was the master of the buildup… the
moments when you think something bad will happen
but don’t know when. Then bam!



Arbogast going up the stairs in
‘Psycho’

Vera Miles going down in the
basement

This is a good one





Haunted

Blood

Ghostly

Creaking

Moaning

Eerie

Crawling

Rotting

Crying

Anymore???





Why effective?

Scary words carry baggage when
reading so gives added
nervousness…Words that create
visuals in our Mind.

But get creative…



The first thing I remember when I came to was a
very faint sound. At first I thought it was water. It
sounded like a fast drip. . . tap-tap-tap, like that.
The tap became clearer, and I suddenly became
aware of two other sounds, the crackle of my
radio. . . how that wasn't smashed I'll never know.
. . and the ever-present howling of the living dead.
I crawled out from under the microbus. At least
my legs were still working well enough to stand. I
realized that I was alone, no refugees, no General
Raj-Singh.



I was standing among a collection of discarded
personal belongings in the middle of a deserted
mountain path. In front of me was a charred cliff
wall. Beyond it was the other side of the severed
road.

That's where the moan was coming from. The
living dead were still coming for me. With eyes
front and arms outstretched, they were falling in
droves off the shattered edge. That was the
tapping sound: their bodies smashing on the
valley floor far below.



 living dead

 faint sound

 tap-tap-tap

 Howling

 crawled out

 deserted mountain path

 charred cliff

 severed road

 moan

 shattered edge

 bodies smashing



When smart people do dumb stuff.

Not heed warnings.

Not running like hell.

Breaking up into small groups to hunt for
the monster.

And my favorite…



I’ll start.

Jill Benton drove to the cafe she had
inherited from her uncle. He and her aunt
were the happiest couple she had ever
none. They never left each other’s side
until she died one sunny spring day…


